When there is interest to study n chemicals using x dose levels each, factorial designs that require x n treatment groups have been put forward as one of the valuable statistical approaches for hazard assessment of chemical mixtures. Exemplary applications and cost-efficiency comparisons of full factorial designs and regular fractional factorial designs in toxicity studies can be found in Nesnow et al. (1995), Narotsky et al. (1995), and Groten et al. (1996,1997. We introduce nonregular fractional factorial designs and show their benefits using two studies reported in Groten et al. (1996). Study 1 shows nonregular designs can provide the same amount of information using 75% of the experimental costs required in a regular design. Study 2 demonstrates nonregular designs can additionally estimate some partially aliased effects, which cannot be done using regular designs. We also provide a statistical method to evaluate the quality of an assumption made by experts in Study 2 of Groten et al. (1996).
the experimental setting and conditions were given in Groten et al. (1996) .
87
Although combining Ca and P as a single mineral supplement enabled the 88 researchers to study eight minerals in eight test groups, their design has two 89 major drawbacks. First, Ca and P were fully aliased and their effects could 90 not be separated. Two effects are fully aliasing if the correlation between them 91 is either −1 or +1. When the ratio of Ca and P was kept constant, one could 92 neither distinguish the effects between them nor discover how they would 93 interact with each other. This might not be a concern for Groten et al. (1996) , 94 but this is not desirable in general. Second, the design with 8 test groups for 95 testing 7 mineral supplements is saturated, so there is no degree of freedom 96 left for estimating the error variance or interactions. In their design each main 97 effect is aliased with 3 two-factor interactions. The estimate of the main effect 98 was biased and could be misleading if any of the interactions were significant.
99
As a result, the researchers had to use follow-up experiments to resolve the 100 ambiguity of the interpretation of significant effects, adding the overall cost.
101
To overcome these drawbacks, one has to use a larger design with more test 102 groups.
103
One possible design would consist of 16 test groups shown in Table 1 we have deleted F or from the original mixture. Table 4 gives the units, levels 169 and level assignments of each factor.
170
For illustrative purposes, we focus on the ASAT activity as the only response 171 in this study. Data from Groten et al. (1996) for the study are shown in Table   172 3(a). To compare our proposed design with the design used in Groten et al.
173
(1996), we have to generate reasonable responses from runs in our design but
174
were not used in Groten's design. Fortunately by construction, we can predict
175
how the set of responses will be for our design. Specifically, the only changes we 176 expect are shown in the column of ASAT in Table 3 (b), where there are now
177
"±a" in test groups #2, #7, #10 and #15. Here the value of "a" represents 178 the hypothetical effect of F or on the response ASAT when we add F or into 179 the original mixture.
180
Clearly the value of a is unknown without running a real study using our 
221
The nonregular design has a distinct advantage over the regular design be-
222
cause it allows the estimation of all of the main effects, even when they are 223 partially aliased with some two-factor interactions. In our case, we were able to 224 identify the significance of F or and its partially aliased two-factor interactions 225 together. For example, six compounds were found to affect the ASAT activity 226 when we generated the response with a = −2: there was a decrease in ASAT we were able to decouple the partial aliasing between main effects and two-268 factor interactions and so able to estimate both effects simultaneously. This is 269 possible as long as there are enough degrees of freedom left in the model.
270
We demonstrate this advantage via Study 2. The analysis of Groten et al.
271
(1996) showed the significance of the CC × Lop interaction under the as-
272
sumption that F or were negligible due to their expert knowledge. design is more complicated than that of the regular design. 
319
This shows that there is a larger bias in the regular design than in the non-320 regular design. Further details on bias reduction are given in Wu and Hamada
321
(2000) and Deng and Tang (2002) .
322
The second study shows a potential drawback of a nonregular design is that 323 its aliasing pattern can be more complicated than that from a regular design.
324
However, we feel that the advantages of nonregular designs outweigh their 325 disadvantages.
326
As a final note, all the designs discussed here are two-level designs. While approximation becomes worse when the distance between two levels increases.
331
One way to cope with this concern is to add a few (3) (4) (5) runs at the center.
332
Adding center points to a two-level design can not only provide a check on a to investigate the nonlinear relationship.
336
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Appendix: Statistical Analysis Strategy
340
We provide more details on how we perform analysis in study 2. We adopt 341 one of the analysis strategies suggested by Hamada and Wu (2000, p. 356).
342
The procedure is as follows.
343
Step 1 For each factor X, consider X and all its two-factor interactions XY 344 with other factors. Use a stepwise regression procedure to identify significant 345 effects from the candidate variables and denote the selected model by M X .
346
Repeat this for each of the factors and then choose the best model.
347
the effects identified in the previous step as well as all the main effects.
349
Step 3 Consider (i) the effects identified in step 2 and (ii) the two-factor
350
interactions that have at least one component factor appearing among the main 351 effects in (i). Use a stepwise regression procedure to identify significant effects 352 among effects in (i) and (ii).
353
We iterate between steps 2 and 3 until the selected model does not change. We 
371
The analysis strategy works well under the following two conditions: (1) only 372 a few effects are statistically significant and (2) when a two-factor interaction 373 is significant, at least one of the corresponding factor main effects is also 374 significant. In practice it is possible to obtain uninterpretable models that Hadamard matrices using generalized minimum aberration criteria. 
